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AGENDA
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Zoom setup

We will not cover zoom setup, but here are instructions that you can view later if needed.

Setup
Screensharing Roster

1. Login to zoom
2. Click on “settings” (left-hand side)
3. Click on “Meeting” tab
4. Slide to the right next to “Waiting Room”
5. Schedule a meeting

1. Check the box next to “Waiting Room” (under 
Security)

2. Uncheck the box next to “Enable join before 
host” (under Meeting options)

Waiting room
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Stop being boring!

Polling

Chat Compare & Contrast

Breakout Rooms

GamesPhotos

You are more interesting when you integrate activities that will elicit response from all participants 6

Whiteboard

Rooms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlDSFWGcUxg


Tips & Tricks
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Have files ready 
to send in chat

Call on people using the 
Participant List

Sign-in 30 minutes 
beforehand to test audio

Have backup 
materials ready

Save materials onto local computer, assign backup presenter, use screenshots for web-based examples. 8

Tips & Tricks



Tips & Tricks

Click on “File” in the chat to send to 
participants for any groupwork

Open chat panel, click on file, locate file, then click on send

Have files ready 
to send in chat

Call on people using the 
Participant List

Have backup 
materials ready

Sign-in 30 minutes 
beforehand to test audio
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Tips & Tricks

Choose names in the participants list, ask for roster, or organizational chart

Have files ready 
to send in chat

Call on people using the 
Participant List

Have backup 
materials ready

Sign-in 30 minutes 
beforehand to test audio
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Schedule 30 min+ session before the webinar, ask everyone to test audio, and practice screensharing

Have files ready 
to send in chat

Call on people using the 
Participant List

Have backup 
materials ready

Sign-in 30 minutes 
beforehand to test audio

11

Tips & Tricks



Topics 
1 through 5

Topic 
1

Topic 
2

Topic 
3

Topic 
4

Topic 
5

TIME + ACTIVITY
Step 1

Break into smaller 
units of time 

“CHUNK”

Step 2
Integrate activities
(active learning)
“PRACTICE”

1 hour

8 min 8 min 8 min 8 min 8 min
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5 min 5 min 5 min 5 min

Tips & Tricks



How to…
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Visit our website 

training.ucr.edu 

to download 

setup instructions

Instructions



Polling
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Polling

You are more interesting when you integrate activities that will elicit response from all participants 16

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/centerofexcellence/Meetings/2016+1104+ftp+conference/7+kahoot.wmv


Put your questions onto a website before the class, and when it’s time people answer questions using their devices. 17

Polling



There are a variety of question types available include open ended, multiple choice, and ratings.

Stop being boring!
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Watch a demo at https://youtu.be/ZHJdM3xU-Wc 19

Polling | Mentimeter example

https://youtu.be/ZHJdM3xU-Wc
https://youtu.be/ZHJdM3xU-Wc


Create a free account at mentimeter.com 22

Polling 

https://mentimeter.com/


Polling 

Add new 

questions

Choose a 

question 

format

Enter 

questions 

and possible 

answers

Check box 

next to correct 

answer(s)

1
2

3

4
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PRACTICE
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Tool Free version Paid version

Mentimeter
▪ $0 FREE
▪ Unlimited attendees
▪ 2 questions

▪ $9.99/mo BASIC
▪ Unlimited attendees
▪ Unlimited questions

Kahoot!
▪ $0 FREE
▪ 100 attendees
▪ Unlimited questions

▪ $3.00/mo PRO
▪ 200 attendees
▪ Unlimited questions

Poll Everywhere

▪ $0 FREE
BASIC

▪ Unlimited attendees
▪ 3 questions

▪ $79.00/mo PRO
FREE at UCB Law, UCLAH, UCR, 
UCSF

▪ Unlimited attendees
▪ Unlimited questions

Polling | How much? 

https://www.law.berkeley.edu/information-systems-technology/instructional-technology/polling/
https://it.uclahealth.org/about/dgit/dgit-services/teaching-and-learning/polling-and-surveys/poll-everywhere
https://xcite.ucr.edu/classroom-polling
https://www.library.ucsf.edu/news/poll-everywhere-is-now-available/
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Breakout 
rooms



The idea is to separate people, allow them to interact, and bring everyone back after time is up.

Room A Room B

Room D Room C

Scenario #1 Scenario #2

Scenario #3 Scenario #4
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Breakout rooms | What is it? 



Create a scenario, break people into rooms, provide time to work on it, ask each group to report out (2-5 minutes) 29

Breakout rooms 



Breakout rooms 

30

Get host access

1

Click on “Breakout 
rooms”

2

Click on 
“Open all rooms” 

when you’re ready

3



Breakout rooms 
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PRACTICE

Breakout room 

QUESTION
Which campuses 
are in the room?



Teach back 
Allow people to share what they discussed in small groups. This 

promotes memory and engagement with the lesson.
33

Active learning



“Let’s have each group 
share all their 
responses”

and..

“What do you guys 
think about their 
response?

“Let’s have each group 
take a few minutes to 
share their responses”

“Let’s have each group 
take 2 minutes to share 
their responses”

or…

“I will summarize what 
your responses should 
look like.

Extra Time On Time Out of Time
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Breakout rooms | Report out
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Whiteboards



Ask a question, and prompt everyone to type into post-it notes on a shared website.

WHITEBOARD | Padlet
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Watch a demo at https://youtu.be/NY6xZQeqAFQ

WHITEBOARD | JamBoard example
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https://youtu.be/NY6xZQeqAFQ
https://youtu.be/NY6xZQeqAFQ


Create a space, share, and instruct people how to submit their answers

WHITEBOARD | JamBoard how to…
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Click on the tools
to add text or images

1

Instruct attendees to 
type in their answers

3

Share the link with 
anyone so being the 

“Editor”

2



Participate in the example 41

PRACTICE

https://jamboard.google.com/d/1ZgZ2dbcubYc3lkipZOETM1cj_lmfDmrvSs56MPN7-oU/edit?usp=sharing


VIRTUAL

Rooms
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Place where you move around a space, meet, and talk to people next to you on the map

VIRTUAL ROOM | What is it?
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TBD

VIRTUAL ROOM | Example
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https://kumospace.com/ucriverside
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https://kumospace.com/ucriverside


Useful for focused discussions, networking, breaks, or teambuilding

VIRTUAL ROOM | Uses
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VIRTUAL ROOM | How to…
Choose a theme
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Add new rooms

1

Share URL

2

3



Active learning
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Use templates to create assessments, then choose people in the group to respond (using participant list or roster names) 48

Gamification



Create a scenario, ask everyone to respond in chat, read aloud some answers, provide correct answer. 49

Chat (brainstorm)



Compare & Contrast
enables critical thinking
and builds memory

50

Compare & Contrast



Compare & Contrast | Documents

Create good and bad examples and ask participants to circle as many problems between them. 51



Take photo or obtain graphic of the workplace, ask group to respond to, “What’s wrong with this picture?”

What’s wrong with this picture?
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Compare & Contrast | Images



Ask each person to take a few moments to examine how they will use this training to change behavior 53

Reflection



Resources
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RESOURCES

Video
Pexels | free video files
Vyond | animation services 

Audio

Canva | graphic design tool
Flaticon | free icons

Assessments
Kahoot | game-based platform
Mentimeter | audience survey tool

Images

Audacity | audio editor
Bensound | royalty free music

Collaboration
Note.ly| corkboard & stickies
Realtime Board | whiteboard & stickies

http://training.ucr.edu/references/resources
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Risk Summit website

Download the resources shared today at training.ucr.edu/courses#risk_summit_. CEU forms are also available 56

presentation instructions videos

slides setup samples and recordings

https://training.ucr.edu/courses#risk_summit_


Stop being boring! SUMMARY

Polling

Chat Compare & Contrast

Breakout Rooms

GamesPhotos

Stop being boring by integrating activities that will elicit response from all participants 57

Whiteboard

Rooms

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XlDSFWGcUxg


Questions?

Janette de la Rosa Ducut, Ed.D.

My-Linh Tran, M,Ed., Cand.

Cassandra Greenawalt, MS, RDN

Heather Davis Russell

Email: training@ucr.edu 
Website: training.ucr.edu
Phone: (951) 827-7515
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